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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISS[ON 

In Re: Application for increase in water ral.es in ) 
Franklin County by Water Management ) Docket No: l10200-WU 
Services, Inc. ) Filed: February 11,2013 

) 

CITIZENS' POST-HEARING STATEMENT OF POSITIONS 

AND POST-HEARING BRIEF 

Pursuant to Order No. PSC-12-0S26-PCO-WU, Order Establishing Procedure in this 

docket, issued October 3, 2012, and First Order Revising Order Establishing Procedure, Order 

No. PSC-12-0624-PCO-WU issued November 20, 2012, the Citizens of the State of Florida, by 

and through the Office of Public COlillSel, hereby submit their Post-Hearing Statement of 

Positions and Post-Hearing Brief. 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Water Management Services, Inc. will be referred to as "WMSI" or "Utility"; Brown 

Management Group as "BMG"; the OUice of Public Counsel as "OPC" or "the Public Counsel"; 

the Department of Environmental Protection as "DEP"; and Florida Statutes as "F.S." 

STATEMENT OF BASIC POSITION 

OPC asserts that the record es1ablished by the administrative hearing overwhelmingly 

supports the Commission undertaking proactive measures to ensure that this Utility is managed 

and operated in the best interests of the Utility and its customers. OPC's post-hearing brief will 

begin with the major issues being litigated in this case - Issue 10 (prudence of advancing $1.2 

miUion of Utility money for non-utility purposes), Issue 6 (prior rate case expense), Issue 7 

(current rate case expense), Issue 9 (remaining balance of previously approved gain on sale), and 

Issue 14 (service availability charges) - followed by the remaining issues. 
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Have the Utility's to WMSl's President and aS~loCuUeC1 companies 
had any adverse impact on the Utility or its and if so, what 
action, ir any, should Commission take? 

Utility's advances to WMSI President and his companies have 
impacted the Utility and ratepayers as demonstrated by the testimony and exhibits 

witness Schultz. If the utility money for non-utility is not halted, 
it could harm the day-to-day this utility and ultimately customers if the Utility 

unwise management is unable to provide water to island. The 
should implement recommended by to protect the 

customers. '" 

ARGUMENT: 

Introduction 

To ensure that this Utility in the public interest, the '-.,,\J'llUII should find that 

Utility's advances of more $1.2 million to the Utility's "')1"" ....,.. and associated 

companies has had an adverse on the Utility and its customers. Commission should 

enter a finding of managerial imprudence. To rectify and the adverse impact, the 

should implement the measures by OPC to protect the 

its customers managerial and prevent advances 

continuing in the previously Commission's careful 

oversight, and unfortunately, given the Utility'S recent advancing utility 

non-utility purposes, Utility needs the '-'VHlli." once again. 

For a thorough 1 0, OPC recommends Commission give 

careful attention to the deposition Mr. Mitchell, the Utility's Controller 24), as well as the 

two depositions of Me. Brown 15, by OPC, and EX75, by Staff). conjunction with the 

of OPC witness Mr. and the rebuttal testimony Utility witness Mr. Brown, 

documents provide context to the facts OPC asserts are for a thorough 

Issue 10. 

Customer Service Hearing 

The Commission held a well-attended customer c ..t"U'I(,·" testified that LVLA,L,.,''''' 

they fully supported OPC's Issue 1 aand other issues; none OPDO!;eU OPe's positions. 
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Hearing TR). One customer submitted a petition containing nearly 100 

by customers on island expressing their support (EX 89). The 

customers articulated their concern over the impact of this on the 

24-25, 31, 40, 59). A County about the Utility. 

oversight of the management of the Utility. TR 18-21). One 

up her concerns $1.2 mi 1I ioncustomer 

his companies: 

million stayed in WMSI, the funds would be 
that it's being requested for, and 

customers for more money, or at not to 
And so my questions are to the PSC Commission, what will 

that it is 

do to ensure that even more money isn't taken WMSI and 
of the utility? 

of the customers, ope urges the (SH so that 

it never 11"'1.1,",'-,11 

In the last rate case, evidence was presented that the Utility was Account 123 to 

record of money in and out of the utility for and this fact 

was Order. See Final Order No. PSC-I i-OOl The sheer 

amount of money advanced from the Utility v"'", .....,' .... in that 

Regarding whether the level or quantity """,..,."."".....'" in associated case. 

advanced to 

"-VULL'H~'~HJ'U stated: 

was 

Final 1-00 I O-SC-WU at 56 (emphasis added). It was not simply an issue of 

whether the advanced might, could, or would customer rates, but whether the 
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ability to meet its financial and operating '"activity in account has impaired the 

lities." at 56. 

Commission's audit staff initiated a Cash Flow and tracked transaction 

in and out Account 123, confirming assertions that approximately $1.2 million of 

Utility was advanced to Utility president lIJa.1u.... ." for non-utility nl"....i'\~p.~ 

". . . it appears WMSI has advanced approximately 

$1.2 million more to associated companies ... " (Final Order at 54) (emphasis added) and "There 

IS that the advanced approximately $1.2 million ... " (Id. at (empha.<;is 

3 concerning Account 123 added), the Report 

net receivable 1,175,075 from 
,-,,"'''''''"HV'''' 31, 20 10, represents funds 

Bro\\'I1 and companies, as 
have been out of the 

Brovm's use or one of the associated companies. 1 

(EX p. 13 of 19) net receivable was later an Increase 

$40,000 from December 31, 20 tOto December 31, 2011. (PAA Utility's 

TR 330). provided by OPC witness11 annual demonstrates that the 

advancing of more $1.2 million Utility money to the president and his companies 

adversely affected the and impaired Utility's ability to meet its and operating 

responsibilities. (TR 133-1 According to the Cash Flow Audit Repon Case 

Audit Update, majority of the money <>r",,,,,,..,,..<>,, was to the president. 56 

p. 12 of 1 EX 57 p. 26). 

In addition to the discussed there are additional facts for the Commission to 

consider regarding this issue of adverse impact, whether it constitutes managerial imprudence, 

action the Commission take. 

Utility versus Non-Utility (?fMoney 

There to be some confusion on the of the Utility the sources cash 

Utility. Cash Flow Audit clearly I"IP.'I",,·11used to l"InI~r"llp "' ... _.r. ..rT"'.."r1 

and ...-.u"'......~'u utility activity non-utility activity, as welt as sources of cash and 

""""'-""""''-''-'" contains Document No. 05312-11, Auditor's Report, WMSI Cash flow Audit in Dockel No. 100104
WU, Audit Control No. 11-007-1-2, dated July 29,2011, p. ] 1. 
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Utility witness Brown not dispute the accuracy ofdisbursements. (EX 56, 

Audit Report as it to the actual dollar amount advanced to himself 

(TR 364, 367). testified is "... not an accurate 

of the cash that I put into WMSI as compared cash that I have out 

WMSL" (TR 325), The Utility not dispute the Audit "definition" of utility activity 

and non-utility activity but dispute the report's those activities: 

just semantics...", "it just to be explained, .." to " ... understand what it is and what it is 

not." (TR 368, lines 15-24). Mr. Brown further disagreed with how the Audit Report separated 

numbers into utility activity non-utility activity. As an example 

reelnern, Mr. that cash received from of the two Commonwealth 

in 2007 (discussed in (TR 327). 

then testified Utility's Cash Flow 

should not be 

the period 2000 to 0, 

which was attached as an exhibit to his testimony. (TR testified that he to 

over that period which did not come from ratepayer funds. 

repeatedly testified that sources of additional funds " ... came me, my affiliates, and 

including lenders made loans to WMSI only 

nr,-"""-,,. over $16 million 

my personal guarantees and 

of other personal assets." lines18-] 9).2 

during the Utility provided a 

poster board with a graph from the Analysis 

which showed, "Cost of (Blue Bar), "Funds Ratepayers" (Green and 

Furnished by Parties" (Red Bar)? this poster board on 

cross examination, Mr. Brown testified that the green bar on chart represented revenues or 

funds from the ratepayer rales. (TR 369; EX 78, GB-2, 140f35). According to Mr. Brown, 

revenues from ratepayers are a "utility activity" or source coming from the r!npn'~Vf'r 

The red bar other sources were not from 

sources of funds were BMG, (TR 369; EX 

1 See also TR 331, lines 20-24 of the rextra cash] came from loans to WMSI that were possible because 
personal guarantee and of personal assets."); TR lines 21-23. (HIt came from me, my affiliates and 

third parties, including loans secured with my personal guarantee and Ihe ofany personal assets,") 
3 To OPC's knowledge, that poster board was not entered into the record as a separate exhibit: OPC 
believes the demonstrative exhibit was identical to (or SUbstantially the same as) a Utility generated chart entitled 
"Utility's Cash Flow AnalYSis 2000-2010" from Mr, Brown's 1,20]2 Letter to Commissioners, admitted into 
the record in Exhibits Ex. 78, page 14 of35 and Ex. 19, page I of37. A color version of this chart is 
in the Commission docket file in Document No. 05177-12. 
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140f35). He testified that red bar included the DEP the gain on sale from two 

Commonwealth lots, and settlement. (TR 370-371). 

ope agrees with Report's 

with how the described those sources and disbursements of utility non-

utility funds. It is clear from Utility president's testimony has a different definition or 

characterization for what should be considered funds utility and non-utility 

activity. He clearly considers Utility loans (like the DEP loan) secured by the Utility with Utility 

assets to be a source of funds personally prov1ded. ]n his view, if, in order to secure a Utility 

he or an affiliate to additional guarantees or use non-utility assets as collateral, 

that is a source of funds, even the loan is in the name 

WMSJ WMSI is the the 

two Commonwealth lots to a non-utility activity even indicate the purchase 

and of those lots was UJU'w\A.l a utility activity. Finally, it did not directly come 

ratepayer revenues, Mr. Brown the proceeds from main pipeline settlement 

to be funds from a non-utility activity even though the is a Utility asset. 

The Utility's own Analysis is nothing more than an attempt to distract the 

from the accurate in the Staff's Cash It is an attempt to shift 

anj~ntlon away from advanced to Utility president 

company for non-utility Utility president and companies owe 

more than $ 1.2 million, which the president personally owes more than $1.5 million. That 

should be repaid. (TR 11 Further, the advancement more than $1.2 million of utility 

money for non-utility llses over a period of time when the Utility was strugg1ing financially was 

imprudent and adversely Utility and its customers. 133-135, 147) 

in Mr. Brown's 

Mr. Brown's a inconsistencies 

statements, which should considered when weighing credibility of his testimony. 

of his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Brown testified that all the advances to and from the 

were "netted out by, and among WMSI, and me." (TR 

nUJ'''''''~T Mr. Brown were no documents or that supported that any of his 

companies agreed to these netting of accounts. (TR On page 21 of his rebuttal, Mr. 
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claimed that the between and all the parties to the as 

confinned by the tax returns financial statements those parties, should trump opinion 

one accountant who only briefly looked at partial financial records." (TR 343). However, 

asked in documents that should opinion of one 

testified that were no documents to request. 

are no documents which highlight the netting out of these transactions or to any 

forgiveness of debt. When asked how Commission could verify testimony 

without these documents, testified "I guess they can believe me or not." (TR 377). 

On page 21 (lines 21 of his rebuttal, Mr. Brown testified that a little over a year ago, 

borrowed $150,000 two of its assets to the WMSI gave a 

portion of Drc)C~eas to the Utility. 415), The two assets were condos 

above the Utility operations on the island. 413). In response to OPC "''''''''''1'> about 

this transaction, provided deposit $100,000 this amount 

deposited in the Utility's account. (TR 41 lO4) However, corresponding 

journal entries in the Utility's 2010 General Ledger, Account 146 "Notes Receivable-Associated 

Companies" indicate deposits were against money that Utility had 

and which BMG was repaying. (TR 417-420; 105).4 In 

essence, BMG was rnA'n""" that the loaned to BMG. 

Value ofBMG not what it was purported to be 

Mr. Brown also testified that the value of was more than the balance recorded in 

Account 123. (TR 343). settle or resolve what he and his companies owed to the Utility, he 

transferred his to the Utility to settle aU the accounts, 

including Account While the This was "''''~''''uu..." a paper transfer of 

may now own the BMG, Mr. controls the the January 

1 , 11 transfer date, market value (FMV) of was not .2 million, as Mr. Brown 

asserts. (TR 11 17, p. 8), More the purported FMV consisted of 

Utility stock which was purportedly valued at $600,000 on BMG's (TR 115-116; 

4 In addition, there are other statements about borrowing money on behalf of the Utility whkh appear simply 
unsupported by the record. The statement that he borrowed $30,000 from his 40 I K for the Utility is unsupported by 
the evidence. (TR Statements concerning the two Commonwealth lots discussed under Issue 9 are inconsistent 
with the Utility'S Annual and General 
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17, p. value of oUhe assets shown on BMG's balance after the 

Utili ty stock was $600,000. 17, p. 8). the FMV the 

BMG assets is suspect. Mr. Schultz testified it was not appropriate to use FMV for 

assets on balance sheet there is no method to the value. (TR 

139). Further, according to Brown, the asset valuations on BMG's balance are 

adjusted from time to and even periods are (EX 15, p. 43).5 Thus, is no 

reliable to determine the assets on BMG's U""u.u~, ... sheet, then or VVUvUl.... l 

now, are what they are purported to Contrary to otherwise, the 

of BMG's stock (the which is uncertain and subject to change) to Utility, 

does not satisfy the amount owed to the Utility by the president and his companies. 

The advances continued while the Utility was struggling Jin ancialfy 

Mr. Brown testified that advances recorded in Account 1 were made to himself 

personaUy, to BMG, to Brown, and other 366). 

period 2004 to 2010, when were being Mr. Brown 

the was having difficulty paying bills, including service on one loan in 

particular. (TR He testified Utility has financially 2000, and also 

between last rate case and the issuance the PAA (TR 378). 

Amendment 1 through May Utility renegotiated the 

loan fIve negotiated to delay its payments, extended tenn of the from 20 to 

30 capitalized interest, and added more than $1.1 million of to the 

principal the loan. 149; EXs. 36 43). Mr. Brown the Utility failed to 

2012 payment on the loan, and that declared the to be in default. (TR 378

After the last rate case and throughout 2011, the Utility continued to advance utility 

money to Mr. Brown and associated Brown, P A which had 

dissolved in 2008. 381-384; EX 56, p 7 of 1 57, Table 3, p 22 of 26). However, Mr. 

Herr,nln testified these are no longer in (TR 38 EX 

57). 2011 advances occurred the Utility was not paying rate case expense to its 

S For the FMV of the cell tower leases on BMG's balance sheet from year-to-year and balance 
sheet to balance sheet. (TR403-407; EX 18, BMG Financials to EX 18, Confidential BMG Financials to OPC) 
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and consultants, and while the Utility was falling behind on its accounts 

42 & 59). 

Absent action, the advances will continue 

the PAA Order was issued in 2 for the next several years, Mr. 

expects things to be very tight the Utility. (TR 382). 

and will face, Mr. Brown statedtight financial situation 

advancing Utility tom£,np"l Utility, himself, that 

(TR 384-385; page 47). Regarding the 

advances, the question the must address is whether it is 

prudent for this Utility 10 be if not, what steps the 

will take. 

impact a/these advances 

witness Schultz testified that advancing a net $1.2 million out of WMSI for non

utility purposes while it is struggling to survive and leveraged in debt could only have a 

harmful effect on its operations. 134). While WMSI was advancing 

amount of money, it had to negotiate to delay of loan payments and had to 

two regulatory assessment fee (RAF) 134). Thus, the advancing 

of Utilitymore $1.2 and his 

has had an adverse impact on renegotiation of 

more than $1.1 million in additional loan, adversely 

customers. 149; 43). The Commission will Oe1tenITlllne, based on the £>"11!Pln('p' 

whether the past advances to the the have adversely impacted 

WMSI and/or its customers, and whether there was •.u~•.u"'5'" imprudence. (TR 135) 

Present adverse impact 

LJ,-,,,,gue,,,, WMSI failed to make 2012 DEP loan payment and Mr. 

advances will continue future, the question is whether WMSI will 

aevelOIUnft his opinion and his Witness Schultz also reviewed the Utility'S Accounts 
which identified the numerous amounts owed to vendors that are over 90-days old. (EX 42) 
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have difficulty securing future financing. Because of payment in May 

WMSI in defauJt and notified Centennial of the dcfauJt. (EX 40, 

Mr. Brown characterized the default as a " 75, Brown 

550).7 Fortunately for the Utility, DEP loan 

payments to "''''''1''£\''''''''''' and the DEP has agreed to a Sixth to the DEP loan, so that 

technical or otherwise. not matter whether 

or otherwise. fact and this 

will Utility's credit and its ability to secure 

approved by PAA Order. s (EX 75, Brown Deposition 

Future £irLl/en,"e impact 

"""'lJu..;U.ll in the room, so to speak, is the Utility's to meet its future debt 

WMSI is attempting to secure a new loan from a to finance the pro fonna 

plant, as weB as off a $2.6 million loan with Bank inherited the 

Utility's debt totaling more than $2.6 million, when it two failed banks which had 

previously money to the Utility. (EX 75, p. 70-71). Centennial Bank loan, which 

2012, a balloon payment of million in July 2014. (Ex 

63, 160). the Utility can payoff or extend the tenn this bank loan, the Utility may 

plant 

find again. 

tight 

to the present and the Utility's decisions to 

2004, the Commission tight restrictions and 

financial controls over WMSI for its own preservation. 

the interests of the customers and 

resrm;UC)flS and controls are 

it will hopefully provide 

WMSl's current creditors comfort that their In addition to 

the re-titling of BMO assets in the Utility, such as the title to 

the cell tower rights which are located on WMSI's water tower, will further help 

7 BSP Bates Stamp Page, and fer ease of reading, does not include aU the zeros before the number. 
S When asked whether the default would increase or decrease the credit risk of the Utility or affect the ability to 
secure a loan for the new ground water storage tank, Mr. Brown testified in his deposition wilh Commission staff; "I 
don't think it will have any effect unless Public Counselor staff or calling my bankers and pointing 
out defaults that nobody in the world would have knQwn aoout." (Ex. 75, Brown Deposition p. 75-761 BSP 552

tpcl,t.-·('1 that a default 
When asked whether a default would hypothetically increase or decrease a ftnn's credit risk, Mr. Brown 

decreases your credit if the credit bureaus and other people know about 
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this issue.9 

(TR 401-403, 411

412). 

assure that income from assets attached to Utility assets remain 

is replete with other salient facts on which may rely when 

Duty, and Authority 

At of the issue of making advances for non-utility is whether WMSI's 

are being prudently managed, if not, should this Commission 

in the "public the Commission 

must is what powers, duties, implied or express, 

to ensure utility is operated in the public 

~ec:.:u(m 367.011(3), F.S., states: "The regulation of utilities is declared to in the public 

this law is an exercise of the state for the protection of the 

public health, safety, and welfare. The provisions of rn,,,,\t,!",. shall be liberally construed for 

the of this purpose." 

~"'''A'-''U 367.12l, F.S., provides a list H"",",AV'AA powers; however, this list is 

not to limit powers otherwise implied by the etTective regulation 

of public util in this State. If the Legislature had intended to be the only powers of the 

Legislature would have expressly limitation in statute or implied that 

limitation by the conjunctive "and" between (l)(j) and (l)(k) of Section 

367.121 to indicate as much. Moreover, the Legislature in amended Section 367.121, F.S., 

"and" from between subsection (1 )(j) (1 )(k). S. 73, Ch. 98-200, 

rules of "Ul...."J. " . .I""<H'~" that the Legislature did 

not express powers to be the 

of Chapter 367, F.S., are to be "liberally Commission's 

367.011(3), F.S. Thus, a of Section 

===is that the Commission has listed therein. 

u ...." ..v .. 367.121(l)(c) and 0), F.S, the the express statutory 

authority to require reports, including quarterly reports Utility as it relates to payments 

of rate case as well as whether it is continuing to utility money to and from and 

9 Under this the Commission should address the prudence of adding an additional $318,274 of non-Utility 
debt to the Utility by the oflhe two Commonwealth lois discllssed in Issue 9. 
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between the Utility and its president and his affiliated companies. The Commission has express 

statutory authority to " ... do all things necessary or convenient to the full and complete exercise 

of its jurisdiction and the enforcement of its orders and requirements." Section 367.121 (l)(g), 

F.S. That includes implementing proactive measures to protect the WMSI from further financial 

harm. Further, should WMSI refuse to comply with the Commission's orders, the Commission 

has express authority to go to circuit court to ensure compliance with Commission orders where 

" ... violations of commission orders or rules, in connection \ ...·i~h the impairment of a utility'S 

operations or service, constitute irreparable harm for which there is no adequate remedy at law." 

Section 367.121(10), F.S. (emphasis added). OPC submits impaim1ent of utility operations 

includes impairment of a utility's fmancial operations caused by advances of utility money for 

imprudent, non-utility purposes. 

Distinguishing the Final Order in the Last Rate Case 

In the last rate case, the Commission declined to implement ope's recommendations 

and stated: 

\\lllile the recommendations proposed by OPC regarding future treatment 
of Account 123 seem well-intended, we do not have express statutory authority to 
preclude a utility from making investments in associated companies. In addition. 
our practice has been not to micromanage the business decisions of regulated 
companies, but to instead focus on the end-product goal. 

Order No. 11-0010-SC-WU at 56 (emphasis added), However, as discussed above, the 

Commission does have express statutory authority to implement some of OPC's 

recommendations and the implied authority to implement others, including ordering the Utility to 

cease advancing Utility money for non-utility purposes. Further, the Commission citeD only one 

order for the proposition that Commission "practice has been not to micromanage" utilities.1D 

Yet, the Final Order did not take into account the historical fact that the Commission repeatedly 

intervened in the business decisions and operation of this Utility in the 1990's to ensure that 

WMSI was operating in the best interests of both WMSI and its customers (i.e., the public 

10 See Order No. PSC-04-07I 2-PAA-WS, issued July 20,2004, in Docket Nos. 020896-WS and OI0503-WU, In re: 
Petition by customers of Aloha Utilities, Inc. for deletion of portion of territory in Seven Springs area in Pasco 
County, and In re: Application for increase in water rates for Seven Springs System in Pasco County by Aloha 
!,Jtilities, Inc. 
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cases are distinguishable from the 

.!...':...-=,-=, 363 So.2d 799, 802 

creature, its powers and are only those 

110 in the a selection show 

Commission's prior proactive WMSI. 

Final Order cited three cases the proposition that the "authority is 

to that conferred by statute, reasonable doubt as to a particular 

power must be resolved against that power": "'-===-==-==,---"",-=='-!!J-":"':""';='::"':""::=" So. 2d 799 


=-=-,;=.===.::.:..-""--=-======-'-'-.==~' 3 54 So. 2d 359 1979); and ~~ 


493 (Fla. 1973). First, of these three 


the instant case. Second, to these cases, 


.. that are conferred ==~ or impliedly 

by statute ...." 

281 

-"-=====-'-'-="-'--"" at 361 

So.2d 493 (Fla.' (emphasis added); 

a 

=-==~==-===;J........!...!.....<==-'-= at 802 (quoting =.L-.::!~="-==~~"-"= 

==~ 

138 (FIa.1964)) (emphasis added). 

The legal principle by these cases unequivocaJly states Commission has 

both and implied and jurisdiction flowing statute. Section 

11(3), expressly states: ", . . this chapter shall be ==='--"=="-='-'" for 

of "Vila;:>.;> added). to regulate 

the public interest and to exe~rCI!)e "... the police power of the state protection 

the public health, safety, and " Section 367.011(3), F.S. 

In the instant case, as a the Commission must rI..t''''rrn,,''';<> whether the 

has granted it the or implied power, duty, or to do whatever is 

to ensure that this Utility is operated, and will continue to " .....'1I'<>1r'" public 

So. 

1978)) ("At the threshold, we must 

authority to act '-''U',U...U ..~~'L'U' .. derives its power the Legislature."); 

116, 118 (Fla. 1986). As 

evidenced by the orders contained in 

286,290 (Fla. 2004) (citing ~==-==.::::.....=:-"..: 

the grant of 

Exhibit 110 and other to this Utility, 

has previously the question whether it or implied 

to proactively regulate this the public interest. 
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asserts that the Commission should its implied nn',",..,r" to 

implement proactive measures to ensure WMSI will pmdently managed in the 

interest of the Utility and the customers. OPC witness Schultz presents a number of 

ommenae:a actions for Commission to implementing. (TR 148-153). 

Recommended actions 

on the presented at the should enter a that 

the of WMSI and President have affected not the Utility'S to 

meet its financial and operating responsibilities, but also customers as well. The Commission 

should enter a of managerial managerial negligence. It 

should maintain the service forma plant, the 

escrowing service availability charges, and strict managerial oversight of In 

order to provide assurances to current future creditors that they will timely repaid. 

prevent further harm, Commission should order WMSJ to discontinue advancing any 

additional Utility monies non-utility (Le., no La the 

associated companies, his employees, associates, etc.) without express Commission approval. 

Commission should further require books to ensure 

requirement is mel. The the 

Utility and associated companies can start repaying the money previously to 

them in order to restore the stability of this Utility, or, in the impute an 

interest component $1.2 million advanced to and his companies. The 

Commission should that the assets of Management be re-titled in name 

of the Utility remain titled name of the Utility absent a order. 

from those assets should remain WMSI to be used utility-purposes. Commission 

should implemenl any additional requirements it deems to ensure WMS I operates 

in the interest of the and its customers. 
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Should an adjustment be made to rale case expense previously authorized by 
Order No. currently being amortized customer 
rates, and if so, in what amount? 

Commission should remove from customer rates the of rate case 
"'h~'''''''''>''' previously approved the rate case. For any amount allowed to rates, the 

'""'.,....."'",,, should require previously approved rate case ex[)en~:;e paid and the 
Utility submit quarterly proof of n~'V'mf',nl 

ARUGUMENT: 

This issue presents a case of impression. To OPC's no other regulated 

previously .......rn"~'£'1 rate case expense. The
utility what WMSI 

the foHowing: WMSI """,""'r,,'11 an agreementpresented at 

with Radey, Thomas, Yon, and Clark (Radey firm) for legal repres'ent.atIcm the last rate case, 

briefly engaging Rose, Bently, LLP. 1 01, 07-10). The 

with the Radey out the payment terms eXlpec~tatIO!1lS to which the 

Utility agreed. (EX 107, BSP 18-1 to the end of the last case, WMSI stopped making 

payments to the Radey tinn as under that agreement. 107, BSP 25). In the prior 

rate case, the Commission to allow a rate increase for fonna plant requested 

V",",'u.u.;,,, the Utility failed to adequate cost support. I 1 Final at 14, 15. WMSI 

making payments to only after ope seeking proof of 

for prior rate case "''''~/''''*,>''' 107. BSP 25, 29-31). its 

WMSI the Radey firm v,.,,,.......F.''''"' regarding the Utility's bill. (EX 107, BSP 36, 

237). This Utility's ."'''~v''''.... to the law tIrm indicated that it disputed its bill and 

sought to negotiate a reasonable settlement (Le., a lower amount) because the law finn 

"costly mistakes." 107, BSP 37-38; TR 237). Utility President testified 

is only a verbal agreement to the Radey firm in full. 428-429; EX 15, ope 

""T",n,... Depo p. 100-101). WMSI's ratepayers are Utility's prior rate 

case ex~)Cn~:;e in their current is no subsequent written or guarantee that 

WMSI will continue Radey Jaw CUlat;~lt::a proceeding 

(TR 237-238; Gene Brown 00-101). 

II The lack of adequate cost support was to the Utility's attention a deposition of Mr. Brown. Final 
Order at 14, 15. The adequate requirement for pro forma plant was articulated to the Utility 
in the engagement letter from the Rose, Sundstrom, & firm, (Ex, 107, BSP 08). In the 
current rate case, the Utility provided the Commission with adequate cosl support for the requested pro forma plant. 
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outstanding. As of the date of the the remaining unpaid balance to the Radey 

is $116,423 ($150,423-$34,000) the unpaid balance to Mr. 

($65,428-$54,204).13 It is only customers not be required to pay rate 

case to the Utility when there is a non-payment and no assurance that 

making payments this contested 

whether the a prior final 

rate case expense without violating of administrative finality, answer 

339 (Fla.1966), and =-=-== 

These two cases an 

is a demonstrated public interest. 

The in Peoples Gas warned against too doctrinaire in the application of 

administrative finality. Peoples Gas at 

IS 

to the doctrine of administrative finality 

1979). 

as demonstrated by evidence 10, WMSI has a history of 

utility money that should be used for utility .rn"",~'c for non-utility purposes. If the 

not implement some proactive measures to ensure that no further utility money 

is am/anlcea for non-utility purposes, then is no that remaining amount of 

rate case expense to be collected from the next two year will be used 

which it was intended in '-'''"''''''IV'',;) 367.081(7) and 367.0816, 

reasons, OPC recommends remove from rates the 

of unpaid legal fees effective 

n'c>1r,.",rn,p hearing. 12 Further, Utility'S slow payment of rate case 

eX1DeIlSe to other consultants from the last rate case 15, Exhibit "A") and the 

untimely payments to Ms. Allen's in this rate case (TR 80; EX 

108, 1), the Commission should consider all or some the previously approved 

rate case expense for the other consultants which at time of the contested hearing still 

So. 2d 1177, ]179 (Fla. 1996). Austin Tupler, the Court note.d "Florida 

has been on notice since the date of ope's protest of this issue that these funds might be to 
the issue ofretroactive ratemaking to remove these rates does not attach. 

",,,,,rl'\".~1"1 for Radey ($99,783+$50,640) and Seidman in the Final Order less amount paid start 
Order at 34; Ex. 59, BSP BSP and BSP 
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decisions recognize that an administrative agency alter a final decision extraordinary 

circumstances." ~~~~= at 801 (citations 

Extraordinary circumstances include "a change in 

".,........",,'" mistake, or " c:.=:=,",,-,,~= at 801 (quoting Annot., AL.R.2d 939, 

95 (1960)). that the was granted 

366.05(1), F.S., "to all judicial powers, all writs and do all necessary or 

convenient to the full complete exercise of its and the enforcement orders 

and requirements." 14 As such, the Commission the authority to alter entered 

final rate orders under extraordinary circumstances. at 801. 

It is undisputed that the Utility stopped lU"""'1I.'.!', payments to its law during the last 

""t1'."' ......ntJ'>n to negotiate a than the amount by Order rate case and 

The circumstances by OPC are truly ThePSC-1l-001 

and lower its bill constitutestopping of payments and then attempting to 

extraordinary 	 (or a substantial in circumstances) abrogates 

administrative finality opens the door for the Commission to revisit the amount of rate case 

expense it previously and remove all or a portion of the previously authorized rate 

..."."...."n of previously rate casecase expense rates. Further, 

filing of rI'H,t"t""rh, in the remains the Commission 

balance, in to that the docket file, showing amounts being paid and 

Utility is complying with order. 

Issue 7: 	 What is the appropriate amount of additional rate case expense associated 
with the protest of Order No. PSC-J2-0435-PAA-WU? 

Commission 

As a matter 
by the Commission 

and raise new and costly 

to remove all and unsupported rate case expense. 
As recommended witness Vandiver, rate case should be 
apportioned equally the 12 issues. This methodology is reasonable consistent with 
the lodestar method No. PSC-94-0738-FOF-WU, issued June 

1994. good regulatory policy, a utility should not carte blanche to 
cross protest a P AA simply because party protested 
the P AA order. For rate case expense approved, the Commission has the discretion to 

14 This to Section 367.121(1 )(g), ''To exercise ali judicial powers, issue all writs, and do 
all things necessary or convenient to the fun and conlple,[C exercise of its jurisdiction and the enforcement of its 
orders and requirements." 
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require quarterly """"r'\rT'" during the amortization period showing that rate case expense 
are being made.*' 

ARGUMENT: 

"additional rate case expense necessitated 

1, 247). 

1n its 

by OPC's IJ'r",t",C!f 

petition, WMSI 

prclteslea four issues and Utility cross-protested 

total less than "''''''£'''''11" of the revenue requirement included issues, 

PAA Order. (TR 1, 247). OPC and both protested different of 

the service availability charge approved the P AA Order. 14 condenses OPC's and 

WMSI's protests into one issue. As such, are 12 distinct "."",,.""'" issues to be adjudicated. 

In res[)on:se to Fifth Set Interrogatories No. 21, provided a 

rate case incurred subsequent to protest post-PAA protest rate 

case expense). 61). This schedule actual and to complete. The 

requested $93,922.88 legal; $16,816.50 (Law, Redd, Crona, $3,036.00 (Leonard & 

Withers, CPAs) accounting; $18,690.00 (Guastella Associates. to bolster Ms. 

testimony; $600 (postage); $2,500.00 (FedExiLegally Copied/Copies); and $1,000 (St. 

Inn). (EX 61). Utility also provided some post-PAA rate case expense 

response to (EX 71). also included bitIing invoices from 

Redd, Crona, CPAs Ms. Allen; from Mr. Guastella; 

Leonard & Withers, for some, but not all, of the for post-P AA ..",,,,TP.;:f 

rate case expense. 71. The Utility provided billing invoices law ftrm. (EX 61). 

In response to OPC Request for Production Nos. 29(d), 51, and the Utility provided 

canceled "'U,"""".;) proof of payment for rate case 

provided and 

Ms. Allen's testimony) and Guastella I~';)"'U'JjU"""". 

I 08). The Utility 

Redd, Crona, (for 

testimony). 

1 09). The Utility indicated there is no agreement with its law finn for 

representation. 437). TIle engagement letter with Law, Redd, Crona, CPAs for Ms. Allen's 

participation rate case estimates a of $45,000 through a hearing and a 

monthly payment of $3,375 for 12 (EX J07). Ms. Allen testified, Utility 

not made payments to her finn. 80). According to the 

Ij Docket No. I10200·WU, In re: Application for increase in water rales in Franklin County by Water Maltla~c~ment 
Services, Inc., for a formal administrative hearing, pg. 3. 
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Utility made the September payments but UI1,,'''''''''' the October and November 

payments. (EX 108, ). It is unknown whether Utility made its January 2013 

to Ms. Allen's 

standardfor determining reasonable rate case 

11 is well established it is the Utility's burden to justify all its requested rate case 

16 The Commission broad discretion with rp.,np,~1 to allowance and 

rate case expense. It would constitute an abuse of to automaticaJly award rate case 

without reference to prudence of the costs incurred in the rate case proceedings.]7 

case expense from customers only the Commission a 

determination that the rate case eXipellse costs incurred were and any unJreaSQIlab 

rate case expense costs must disallowed. Section 367.081 (7), 18 In those cases rate 

case expense has not by detailed it is Commission to 

disallow some or all n..""...../1 amounls. 19 

Furthermore, in a post-PAA protest proceeding, all rate case expense costs for which the 

utility is seeking should directly relate to one the or areas of PAA Order 

which were protested. It burden of a utility to that rate case costs 

to one of the ~V'"''''''''"''' 20 If rate case eXjJerlse costs relates to 

a cost relates to non-protested escrow "''''''An,,,t amount approved 

Order), it should as unreasonable and that cost "U,",'.u.... be borne by asa 

cost of doing business. 

All consultants, including the law firm, should provide enough detail in billing 

so the Commission can determine whether the amount of time 

In federal when reviewing a motion attorneys' fees 

judge reviews requested legal reasonableness using the 

(Fla. 1988) 

18 While the statute references a rale case expense rule, to the Commission has not promulgated Ii rule for 

detennining the reasonable level of rate case expense which a utility may recover. 

19 Order No. PSC-IO-0400-PAA-WS, issued June 18, 2010, in Docket No. 090392-WS, Lll-=':"'_'~~~~~~ 

was 

the 

"-,",,,-'-'-"'...!"-"-"'-'--'-"-'-""'~'-'-'-='-'~' 4 13 So. 2d 1 187, 1191
16 

17 
M.S;!lli~'Wl!iJill!~{~ln.J;~c.tl~~, 518 So. 2d 326, 327 (Fla. 1st DCA 1987), rev. den., 529 So. 2d 694 

~~U!L~~~~~~~J.!1l~~1!!l!.l~W~tiru;,..QJ~1!1!L!~ p. 22. 
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or an aCl'OSS-tllle-OOara 

is the appropriate 

and 

22 

-JC.Ll'\.... 

of mixed blocked billing -- Ex.61, Invoice for 9/13/12, shows billing of 3.70 hours for the PAA protest 
and hours researching implementing PAA rates 

10-CV

11 WL 5360143 (M.D. Fla. 2011) report adopted sub 

nom. ~~==~~~~=~-==-~"-="~=~~=, 8:JO-CV-2800-T-27EAJ, 2011 

2011 ). 

is warranted for block billing, which to practice of 

in a single time entry:' at 3,22 (emphasis an hour-

to rAft> ""Po ",,,.M,",,",. of hours to those deemed reasonable." 

methodology use in federal court for reviewing the re8lSOl1atlleI 

the Commission to use in its rl°""'P'»' consuJting tees. 

In this case, n,,,,.,,,,,, provided indicate that the law ...""'........" use a "block 

billing" ",p'Tn,,,, 61; EX 71 ). Guastella's one-page invoice nn'H'lf ..." or times when 

work was "'"..•+"'....... nor any detailed description for the 32.50 A review of the 

law indicate there are many instances where billing description 

includes rate case expense for non-protested issues.24 (EX 61) When block billing is used, OPC 

a 10% across the board reduction which is with one of the two 

Court in Four Green Fields. 

all unreasonable, non-protest related, lmsupported rate case expense, and 

then rate case expense pro rata is consistent with 

decision in Order No. PSC-94-0738-FOF-WU, June 15, 1994?5 

at addressed a utility'S entitlement to rate case for a partially 

................ '.n of a Commission decision to the First District 
 utility 

21 "-'L!!.L.:~~~~ at 2:"ln Plaintiffs request for attorney's the court must calculate lhe 1c.11"''''t,.r 

which is the number of reasonable hours spent working on the case multiplied by a reasonable rate. ~!A!!~ 
-'-'-'==~,,~, 10 FJd 776, 781 (lIth Cir.l994) (per curiam). The court must also determine whether an adjustment 
to the lodestar is necessary based on the results obtained. 168 F.3d 427 (I lth 
Cir.1999). The fee applicant bears the burden of establishing entitlement to an award and documenting appropriate 
hours and hourly rates. 461 U.S. 424, 437, 103 S.C!. 76 L.Ed.2d 40 (1983)." 

713 F.Supp.2d 1369,1377-78 (M.D.Fla.201O); Bujanowski v. 
2009 WL 1564263, at ·2 2009). 

548 F.3d 1348, 1351-52 (lith Cir.200S) (per 

to any protested issue). 
Invoice for 10129/12, shows billing for 2.80 hours associated with the meritless motion to dismiss 

(unreasonable and time for matters relevant to the post-PAA rate case protest (reasonable RCE). 
issued June 15, 1994, in Docket No. 9003 In re: Application for a rate 

Sunshine Utilities ofCentral Inc. 
2l Order No. 
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raised five on appeal and su(:ce'eoe~o on three, and Commission awarded rate case 

expense accordingiy, stating: 

[W]e do not believe that a utility a right to recover aU rate case pv'","'1"'IC"''' 


associated with every appeaL... [Ajll such are not 

reasonable. Some appeals are a prudent cost of doing and some are not. 

In and perhaps most importantly, if the took the 

taken by a utility is inherently 
~~ ....__ to all orders as a matter of course to ultimate 

who would the bill for their lack of discrimination as to 
truly should be 

Order No. 94-738-FOF-WU, at 8. apportionment preCecJlem is further supported by the Four 

Green Fields where the court adjustment based on the results obtained?6 at 3. 

is to an appeal. an appeal, a is 

Commission 3H\)'U!U follow the by This 

the rights the Utility with the customers. all the 

recommended below) to remove unsupported or unreasonable or non-protest 

Commission should apportion the amount of rate case expense 

similar to the methodology .,.,.."nn..'l1 by OPC witness 27 (TR 

Specific rate case expense adjustments 

No were provided "postage, FedEx/LegaJly Copied/Copies, or George 

Inn" to support specific rate Case expense amounts. is no support to justify these 

ext)enses or '"'''',,,,.,.,,.,.. whether I;;xJJen:sc:s are or whether were directly 

related to an in the post-PAA with Commission all or 

some of the inadequately supported post-PAA rate case '"' ..... ~''''u.:>''' should be disallowed. 

Consistent with Commission practice for inadequately supported rate case expense, OPC 

recommends entire amount of rate case expense with Leonard Withers, CPA be 

26 "'-="'--"'=.!.!-.t."""""""'" supra "The court must also detennine whether an to the lodestar is necessary based 
on the results obtained. 168 F.3d 423, 427 (11th Cir.1999)." 
27 In this case, the Utilily is defending four issues and raised an additional eight thus the remaining 
amount rate case expense should be divided 12. The Utility should receive one-twelfth of the rate case expense 
for each of the issues protested by OPC and one-twelfth for each of its successfully issues. The 
actual total amount of rate case expense by the Commission would be directly tied to how many of the 
issues the Utility succeeded in protesting. 
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Ms. Withers is the Utility's long-time disallowed as """"vuu"" .. and not adequately 

CPA. She did not participate in the post-PAA hearing or provide testimony, and there was no 

for the Utility to this expense. 

rate case was also unreasonably His testimonyMr. 

concerning Issues 1. 10, and lO(a} was of other Wltnes;ses testimony and merely 

direct and to bolster testimony. Ms. Allen for Issues 1 

and 10(a}. When why his testimony was necessary to bolster testimony, 

WMSI's own response is telling: 

.....~..J 

and the did not accept the 

more expertise and 

accounting 
testimony Allen with to the protested utility has 
no reason to believe that her testimony will be any more at the final 
hearing it was prior to the PAA Accordingly, the decided that it 
was prudent to obtain the services of John Guastella, who 
unquestioned regarding items, rate setting 
questions. 

(EX 55, Utility'S response to OPC discovery.) It is unreasonable for customers to incur rate 

expense for to testify to same Issues 1 and lO(a}, especiallY after the Utility 

implied it did nol Allen could nrr"'''lP competent on the 

to which Mr. Guastella also ."",.".."u 21$ direct and on 

added nothing to the discussion which was more than adequately addressed by Mr. 

rebuttal testimony. 

The entire amount of Ms. protest rate case expense may not 

adequately supported. The undated schedule entitled "Rate Case Estimate for Formal 

Administrative shows total costs of $15,910, does not match 

$16,816.50 reQlIleste:a. (EX6} ). is no way to verify of were 

reasonably the Commission aeltennn support for all 

post-PAA protest rate case expense, the Commission is within discretion to disallow some or 

all of Ms. Allen's rate case As such, OPC would recommend disallowing at 

10% of Ms. Allen's post-PAA 

Legal rate case tfA-I'}tfrl')t:' adjustments 

23 Beyond being unreasonable, his testimony was exceedingly (and excessively) $18,690 for 16 pages of 
direct and rebuttal amounts to $1,168 per page (not including his 24 page resume). 
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With reSJlect to its legal WMSI provided no justification why hourly 

rate increased $340 per hour to per hour or increase midst of a 

is reasonable and should be by the ratepayers. Thus, OPC'scontested 

in all 

calculations. 

During course of trus proceeding, WMSI legal expense related to three 

motions were subsequently 

recommended rate case expense wiH use the legal hourly rate of $340 

these 

expenses as unreasonabl y rate case expense ...,.,v.............,u with these 


motions is Vvith the lrrulssllon s practice of expenses to a utility's 

motion denied.30 (TR 244~245). exhibit No. 61 the billing 

invoices and on what dates legal expense was incurred for these ruotions. Because 

of the "block estimated were billed.3l $2,788 (8.2 

x $340) should removed. 

The Utility also incurred expense objecting to OPC's discovery and responding to 

OPC's two motions to compel. Commission later granted in part OPC's motion to compel 

by Order No. 12-064I-PCO-WU, December 20 I OPC in compelling 

34 of 60 243-244.) He(~aw;e OPC had a responses to Utility "'''''.",""u.ro 

57% success the Utility should only be allowed a rata amount 43% of the rate case 

expense u.;>.:lU"'."'....·.... with these " ......VI1.,. (TR 244.) It is unreasonable for cw;tomers to 

the full cost of rate case pvY""n<,,'" where the Utility was only partially in opposing 

OPC's motions. Similarly, OPC recommends a partial disallowance of any rate case expense 

associated Utility's temporary protective order which was in part and 

denied in by Order No. 13-0033-PCO-WU, January 15, 2013. Hearing 

No. 61 the billing invoices and indicates on what dates the legal was incurred 

29 The Utility's October 30, 2012, "Motion to dismiss OPC's of PAA order" subsequently Hnd summarily 
denied by Order No. PSC-12-0620.PCO-WU, issued November 19,2012. The Utility's 7,2013, "Motion 
for order interference with financing" subsequently and summarily denied by Order No. PSC-] 3-0045
PCO-WU, issued 24, 2013. The motion for order was denied by Order No. PSC-l3
0032-PCO-WU. issued January 15,2013. 
30 Order No. PSC.12-0I02-FOF-WS, issued March 5, 2012, in Docket No. l00330-WS, .!!!._~.£ll~~3,lli_..!!:!.!.. 

Inc., p. 129. 

31 OPC estimate that 5,2 hours was spent drafting the first motion, OPC's response, and the Commission 

order denying the motion, followed by 2.0 hours for drafting the second motion, and 1.0 drafting the protective order 

and reviewing ope's response, for a total of S,2 hours, 
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opposing motion to compel the Utility's motion for temporary ",rrupr'., order. 

Uo;;;\..a~.o;;; of the extensive use of "block " ope estimates 18.2 hours were billed. 

Since the was only 43% successful, ope recommends allowing 7.90 hours to the 

billed hours. $3,502 (10.30 x $340) should be r"'''''''''''''''' 

In addition, expense with issues not by either party is should be 

rl""'r\t"nll"rI as unreasonably incurred. Any legal n01 directly related to the protested 

issues of should be by the Utility as a cost of doing According to 

invoices submitted by WMSI, the law billed for related to filing a motion 10 seek 

disbursements from escrow account to purchase land, to Commission conferences 

unrelated to the protested administrative related to implementing P AA and 

other related to ~ssues. the extensive use "block billing," 

ope estimates the 10tal number of hours on non-protested issues to be I hours. Thus, 

$5,202 (15.30 x $340) be removed. 

'hr("loh January 7, 13, a total of 41.7 hours of legal "'h~''''U''''' 

incurred. Deducting that amount the ] 31.20 billed by the leaves 89.50 

hours actually billed. The next question is whether the billing invoices are detailed enough for 

the to adequately review for OPC that the use "block 

billing" review of the on any particular described 

inVOIces. with the discussion below to "block " OPC believes a 

10% reduction in actual billed hours is Thus, 89.50 hours should be to 80.60 

hours, 7.90 hours allowable billable hours to 

apportionment 88.50 hours (80.60 + 7.90) at $340 

ope also an to the "estimate to complete" rate case expense. 

Thus, estimated J22.00 hours to complete the rate case should be reduced to 110.00 hours, 

and the recommended hourly is $340 per hour. The total of legal billable 

(actual and for = 198.5 ] 10.00). 

Amount ofrate case before apportionment 

Utility requested a total of $136,565.38 in post-P AA rate case expense. OPC 

recommends $37,587.06 as unsupported or unreasonable, $98,978.32 to 

http:98,978.32
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AU .....,A~U should reinstate and continue the amortization of the 
on sale land and other assets as detennined by 

to the 

be apportioned pro rata among the 12 contested issues, or $8,248.19 workpapers 

reductions are attached as an exhibit to containing 

Requirements 

'''''"''... 0>"....... slow ofthe Utility has a history of 

consultants and attorneys. Thus, the rate case lU"',,':>I"'11 should require 

,.",rlJ'"\",rc to the Commission to ensureWMSI to is 

Rate 

collected from its customers. 

should the net gain on sale of land and other assets treated? 

Reinstatement gain on sale 
"nTn",'", by the P AA 

balance of the 
11-00 10-SC

benefit of the ratepayers. 
remaining balance with the 

Order would customer rates. As shown calculates the 
amount of this galn on sale to be amortized to be $1 

Final Order J-OOJO-SC-WU 

on at issue in this case relates to the $242,040 net on sale of land 

by the Commission in Order No. 11 

January 3. No. 100104-WU. That previously approved amount 

was omlme~o in the instan! case. In rate case, WMSI provided the 

and losses on sale the 

of a net gain on sale. (EX 73, BSP 

calculated the total net gain on sale $242,040, and 

ordered it to be nrft"''''11 to the benefit of the ratepayers over a Tnr,,,_,,p,,l'" for an annual 

amortization amount $48,408. Order No. 11-001 The Utility appea1ed 

this to the First District Court of Appeal, decision was 

affinned. 

issued 

J2 Because of copying, Ex. 73, BSP 469, il is nearly unreadable. ope is attaching a more legible copy of 
the Utility's response to Interrogatory No. 86 for convenience of the reader. 
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Commission Precedent 

The Fina1 Order constitutes precedent which the Commission should follow. To OPC's 

knowledge, there are no cases where the Commission ordered the amortization of gain on sale 

for tive years to the benefit of the ratepayers and subsequently let that benefit expire after less 

than two years of amortization. Therefore, OPC recommends the amortization of gain on sale of 

land and other assets be re-instated and added to the gain on sale calculated by the P AA Order 

for the benefit ofWMSI's customers. 

PAA Order No. PSC-12-0435-PAA-WU 

OPC also takes issue with the PAA Order's calculation of the gain on sale for several 

reasons. First, the PAA Order failed to address or reference the Final Order and failed to follow 

the Commission's practice of articulating when it was departing from precedent in the discussion 

of the issue.33 Second, the PAA Order's discussion of net gain on sale of land and other assets 

inexplicably failed to address, reference, or distinguish the prior Final Order. It failed to mention 

the fact the Commission ordered the $242,040 gain on sale be amortized to the benefit of the 

customers. Third, there is no explanation why the customers should not continue to receive the 

benefit of previously ordered amortization. 

Instead of addressing the previously ordered gain on sale, the PAA Order simply states, 

"We have not included those assets that would otherwise be fully amortized within a year of 

when the rates would go into effect." PAA Order at 28. This is a conclusory statement without 

any citation to any prior Commission orders or clarifying policy reason supporting this treatment. 

As if no previously ordered gain on sale was still in effect, the footnote at the end of this 

conclusory statement describes three assets not to be included in the gain on sale calculation. 

Footnote number 58 in the PAA Order states: 

The following transactions fall into this category and were not included in staff's 
calculation: (l) disposition of a 2005 dump truck on 2/16/2007; (2) disposition of 
a 2001 truck on 8/14/2007; and, (3) the disposition of Commonwealth Office Park 
lots 5 & 6 on 111112007." 

33 Order No. PSC-12-0400-FOF-EI, issued August 3,2012, in Docket No. 110138-El, In Re: Petition for increase in 
rates by Gulf Power Company. In denying Gulfs motion for reconsideration, the Commission stated: ([T]he 
principal of stare decisis should be followed by us in that cases with similar facts should be decided 
similarly, absent an articulated policy reason for depaning from our prior practice."). 
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Order No. PSC-12-0435-PAA-WU a1 28. The footnote fails to mention the 2005 dump truck 

gain on sale on was $5,125.42; the 2001 truck gain on sale was $12,542.90; and the two 

Conm10nwealth Office Park lots (Commonwealth lots) gain on sale was $213,879.39. (EX 73, 

BSP 469). Omitting reference to the total calculated gain on sale in the prior Final Order and the 

individual gain on sale amounts from this footnote appears to be an inadvertent oversight 

because the omission represents a material rate increase to the customers. 

OPC agrees with the Commission's practice of amortizing gains from the sale of specific 

utility assets over a period of five years to the benefit of the ratepayers and the authority cited in 

the PAA Order.:14 That is what the COnm1ission did in the prior rate case, and the Conunission 

calculated a net gain on sale of $242,040 to be amortized over a five-year period. However, 

nothing in the order cited in the PAA Order contemplated resetting the gain on sale amortization 

within the five-year amortization period in a subsequent rate case. Those orders simply did not 

address the issue being protested in this rate case. 

Recommendation 

To balance the interests and expectations of the customers and a utility alike regarding 

the disposition of the amortization of a gain on sale, when a utility subsequently files a new rate 

case within the five-year amortization period, the Conunission should take the remaining balance 

of the previously approved gain on sale amortization, add it to any gain or loss on sale calculated 

in the subsequent rate case, and amortize that tolal aruount over five years or over any period of 

time which the Commission believes is in the best interest of the utility and its customers. That 

would ensure that customers receive the full benefit of the previously ordered gain on sale. OPC 

witness Schultz calculated the remaining balance on the gain on sale to be approximately 

$153,292. (TR 157) 

34 See Order Nos. PSC..{)7..{)205-PAA-WS, issued March 6, 2007, in Docket No. 060258-WS, 10 re: Application for 
iog-ease in water and wastewater rates in Seminole County by Sanlando Utilities Corp. (PAA Order approving a 5
year amortization of an $18,405 gain on sale of land to the benefit of the ratepayers); PSC-04-0947-PAA-SU, issued 
September 28, 2004, in Docket No. 040733-SU, In re: Disposition of gaLnon sale of land held for future use in 
Marion County by BFF Com..,. (Settlemenl approving a gain on sale); PSC-02-1159-PAA-GU, issued August 23, 
2002, in Docket No. 020521-GU, In re: Petition for approval to amortize gain on sale of property over five-year 
period by Florida Public Utilities Company (PAA Order approving a 5-year gain on sale); and PSC-98-04SI-FOF
EI, issued March 30, 1998, in Docket No. 970S37-EI, In re: 1997 depreciation study by Florida Public Utilities 
Company. Marianna Division (Final Order approving a 4-year and 5-year gain on sale). 
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not the gain on the omission 

increased customer rates by $48,000 per year or a 3.7 % rate the 

Commission gain on sale and adding it to the on calculated by PAA Order 

would benefit customers tremendously and pay for nearly all the posl-PAA protest rate case 

expense unreasonable rate case is deducted under 7). 

How was the gain on sale calculated? 

OPC this to counter Utility's specious the two 

Commonwealth lots were never in rate base or utility (TR 327), In las1 rate case, 

WMSI provided the Commission a response to Staff Interrogatory No. 86 showing gains and 

losses on formed the finding of a $242,040 net gain on 

sale. (EX 468). The portion of that net on sale related to of the two 

Commonwealth lots in Tallahassee the Utility purchased in 2006 for $236,000 (TR 

EXIOO). Utility's response to No. 86 also information about sale of 

assets including the two trucks previously described. 

The of the two Commonwealth lots was recorded on WMSI's general ledger as 

Utility land No. BSP 1 2006 ~lua. 

Report to the Commission, WMSI reported the of the '-'~.LlUL'VA' lots to the 

Commission as an addition to Account No. 303, Land and Land Rights 76, BSP 

566). The Utility subsequently approximately $25,000 making improvements to 

property. 99; SSP 1-14; 97, No. 57). Then on November 1,2007, the Utility sold 

the two to for $480,000 (which represented a significant gain on of these lots), 

and on the same day BMO recorded a mortgage on in the amount $360,000. 

100, BSP 03-04). The net check to Utility at was $229,000, is more than the 

$2) 3,879.39 on sale which Utility reported to the Commission in the last rate case. (TR 

327; EX 73, 468). Despite WMSl's assertions lots were never in rate base or 

utility (TR Utility's own and records demonstrate 

otherwise. the Utility had these lots to non-utility they were 

originally purchased, WMSI could recorded of the lots Account 121.10, 

Non-Utility Property-Land, as it did when it the two lots in 2010 along with the 
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Pc"'.."",,..n 

U(U"-,,,_,, of BMO's mortgage on the property.35 15,18; EXIOO, BSPIO). 

The shows that WMSr recorded the purchase of the two 101s as utility property which 

was nrnVIc'"f1 with utility funds, thus the gain on recorded and 

accounted Commission's calculation of the gain on in the last rate case. 

Sbould Utility be autborized to revise certain "''''''''''04'''' availability charges, 
and, ifso, what are the appropriate cbarges? 

.."<.r....'·., (SAC) should be set at a 

plant is completed. The 


so that those funds will be 


ARGUMENT: 

PAA Order No. PSC-12-0435-PAA-Wl1 set combined service 

availability ,,""'ret'" at $5,310, an increase of $3,690. Utility Allen recommended a 

of $10.004.47. (TR 55) Ms. Allen's calculation includes the total cost of thecombined 

current net plant in rate plus the pro forma plant, and develops a to recover 75% 

of the plant costs from the remaining 408 customers. and 4, JA-3, Page 25 of 30). 

Vandiver agrees with the methodology used in the PAA order and that the Utility's 

highly speculative, with the to stunt future groYvth." (TR 252) 

the plant included in the service availability calculation is designed to WMSI 

serve "'",",'i)UHl"> and future customers; however, the Utility the requested service 

are not approved, a to existing customers. 

80-81) This surcharge 

aUIJI1\,."" 

the that the current 

customers are paying for 1 00% of the current and pro forma as it is A"""'"'~''''' in rate base at 

] 00%. expense is included on this plant as wen as a return on the overall 

cost 

.........."" Vandiver further testified that allowed rates to be designed 

to include cost of the pro forma plant and that the rel2lted to that plant should be 

escrowed subject to true-up when the plant is complete. However, the PAA Order did 

3S As of October 15, 2010, the Utility is legally obligated to pay the remaining balance of BMG's mortgage On the 
two lots which is $318,274. (Ex.99, BSP 18; Ex.100, 8SP 10). This does not strengthen the financial 
position of the Utility. Th.e Commission should address the of this transaction under Issue 10 when il 
addresses the prudence of the Utility's decision to advance more than $1.2 million dollars to its President and 
associated ........UII-'<I.I,"'1;;>. 
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similar protection the <,,,,,.'"f'''' availability charges. WMSI 

this Commission on past occasions to escrow the entire service availability 

ensure availability for capital 110, SSP 08).36 The 

not set 

to 

should 

follow this precedent and require the approved service availability charges 

the completion of the pro plant. In the alternative, the increase in charges 

to the pro forma plant should as the increase in the 

to a true up upon completion construction. 

Because both the Utility and """l",t",,,'f,,,11 this issue, this is a double as it relates to 

rate case 7. The Utility 1112 

remaining amount of rate case ",,..~,....u,,,,, for defending against 1112 

disallowed for failing to availability charge. 

and 

What is the appropriate working capital allowance? 

working capital allowance should be zero as was determined by 
Commission Rule 25-30.115, requires the balance sheet 

utilities and the Utility did not provide justification to use another 

120435

Commission's PAA No. 2-0435-PAA-WU set the 

working capital allowance at zero by the balance sheet approach, as 

115, Florida Administrative Code .....'VUllU'''U'~.,Utility witness Allen H 

1 .... ""1"<:11'.1'\ ...\(1/"'l"-11'''' capital allowance at 1/8 of and Maintenance CXpellSCS. 56) WMSI agrees 

it is a Class A utility. (EX 60, SSP 075). As OPC witness Schultz testified, WMSI has used 

debt accounts payable to fund Investors have not provided free debt; 

are no investor considered as a source of (TR 

153) \A"~I""'''''' Schultz also Utility's Accounts (EX 42) to 

numerous Rn10unts 'cnaolLS that are over 90 

25-30.1] 5, appropriate working capital allowance for Class A 

Utility has not ",rr"'HH'1'I 3lULH..''''. evidence to show should not apply 

25

Order No. PSC-94-1383-FOF-WU, issued November 14, 1994, in Docket No. 940109-WU, In re: Petition for 
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In this case. There are no sources of capital used to fund a working capital allowance. 

Therefore, the working capital allowance should be zero, as calculated in the P AA order. The 

Utility failed to carry its burden of proof on its protested issue and overall rate case expense 

should be reduced by 1/12. 

Issue 2: What is the appropriate rate base for the test year ended December 31, 201O? 

*Fall-out from other issues. * 

COST OF CAPITAL 

Issue 3: 	 What is the appropriate weighted average cost of capital including the 
proper components, amounts, and cost rates associated with the capital 
structure for the test year ended December 31, 2010? 

*The appropriate weighted average cost of capital should remain at 5.51 %.11: 

ARGUMENT: 

The Commission's PAA Order No. PSC-12-0435-PAA-WU established the weighted 

average cost of capital at 5.51 %. Utility witness Allen testified that the average cost of capital 

should be 5.96%. (EX 3, Page 7 of 8) The primary difference is the calculation of the effective 

interest rate on the Centennial Bank loan which dosed in June 2012. (EX 63) Witness Allen 

included annual life insurance costs of $39,258 and closing costs and points of $6,893. (TR 57) 

OPC \\itness Schultz testified that it is not appropriate to include the cost of the life insurance in 

the effective interest rate. (TR 155). There was no justification [or changing the cost of capital 

upward; however, there could be an argument for lowering it. (TR 155). 

The Utility documented that the insurance cost is for two policies issued in February 

2008. The fust policy is for $1 million and the second is for $2 million. However, the primary 

beneficiary of the first policy is Marilyn B. Brown and the primary beneftciary of the second 

policy is Barbara S. Withers, Trustee. (EX 66. BSP 00216). Utility witness Brown provided 

evidence that the policies were assigned to Centennial Bank.37 (EX 63, BSP 0131-0138). 

OPC witness Schultz testified that he believes life insurance is typically required by a 

bank when it is uncomfortable with the financial position of a company. (TR 204) He has also 

testified extensively regarding the financial position of WMSI, as discussed in more detail in 

31 Neither policy assignment document appears to have the signatures of the insured or beneficiaries. 
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Issue 10. further, the cost of the life insurance policy should not become a recurring O&M 

expense because the loan is due to be paid off by July 2014. (EX 63). 

OPC asserts that these two policies were originally purchased for the benefit of the 

named beneficiaries four years before Mr. Brown was required to pledge these policies as 

additional collateral for the Centennial Bank loan. The life insurance collateral was likely 

required because the Utility was in poor financial condition and leveraged in debt directly related 

to the $1.2 million advanced to the WMSI president and his companies. 

Because the Utility has nol fully supported that the life insurance is a necessary cost for 

the Utility or for the loan. the customers should not bear that additional cost. OPC recommends 

maintaining the PAA Order established the weighted average cost of capital. Since the Utility 

failed to carry its burden of proof on its protested issue, overall rate case expense should be 

reduced by 1112. 

Issue 4: Sbould any adjustments be made to contractual services - accounting expense? 

"'Yes. Contractual Services - Accounting expense requested in the Utility's Minimwn Filing 
Requirements (MfRs) should be reduced to $3,667 as established by PAA Order No. PSC-12
0435-PAA-WU.* 

ARGURMENT: 

The Commission's PAA Order No. PSC-12-0435-PAA-WU set the contractual services

accounting expense at $3,667 for the test year. This amount was established based on a review 

of the Utility's accounting manual and the duties that are assigned to the accounting consultant 

by the Final Order issued in the last rate case. 3S The Final Order states that the only 

responsibility not covered by Utility employees is the preparation of the Federal Corporate Tax 

Return and the Florida Corporate Tax return. 

The Utility protested this issue. The Utility requested expense is 260% higher than the 

amount included in the last rate case. The direct testimony provided by the Utility merely argued 

that the 5-year average used in the prior case should be updated to include the higher test year 

expense. (TR 57) However, there was no evidence presented to document whether there are 

additional duties required by the outside accountant or that the work perfonned has changed in 

3838 See Order No. PSC-I l-OOIO-SC-WU, issued January 3, 2011, in Docket No. 100104·WU, In re: ApplicatiolJ 
for increase in water rates in Franklin County by Water Management Services, Inc., Page 26. 
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the last two years. In addition, OPC witness Schultz pointed out that as the end of December 

2011, the Utility still not paid $4,500 amount expensed ofor these services. (TR 

155; EX 42). 

Without any evidence to support any changes in the work np...i"Arn'l or any reason 

costs to failed to meet of proof and test year expense should 

Utility$3,667. rate case """'r.son',,'" be reduced by 2 

Issue 5: Should any adjustments be made to transportation "''''IJ''''IJ'''''' 

*Yes. Transportation expense requested in MFRs should be by $8,989 to $31 I as 
established by PAA No. PSC-12-0435-PAA-WU.* 

ARGUMENT: 

The test transportation ex[)en~)e includes $5,738.88 for vehicle gas, repairs, 

aswellasa$3,1 12maintenance for two administrative (Brown and 

pro forma adjustment to increase the expense estimated mileage reimbwsement. (EX 87) 

Utility did 110t provide sufficient documentation to support the $5,738.88 and the Commission 

that amount be removed test year expense, as audit report 

as an additional 39 57) 

The Utility's pro forma adjustment proposes to 

$5,738.88 with an estimated expense of $8,916 for for two 

employees. However, Utility was unable to provide documentation from the 2010 test 

10 support this Utility witness AJlen argues that the Commission did not order that 

mileage 

test year eXIJenSeS 

Utility maintain until 2011, so was no expectation Utility that logs were a 

requirement test year. (TR as the PAA out, 

Order No. 1383-FOF-WU, issued in Docket No. 940109~WU, specifically ",nril1"".<::.;:pn 

mileage logs for employees, and two employees at issue this case were on notice that 

they should also keep logs. When asked if she was familiar with the IRS rules to 

transportation, Utility witness Alien, a public accountant, that she was not a tax 

expert. (TR 74). witness Brown, n''''p.",~t' testified that believed the IRS has and 

regulations as it to the use a that he never tHa.uMlin',.... a 

39 Page] 5 of26 of Exhibit 57 recommends a reduction of$244, but Commission Order No. PSC-12..Q435
PAA-WU notes that the Utility subsequently provided documentation for $ leaving a $73 adjustment 
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IRS. (TR 357). Aor Class A 

utility should require all its to adequate tralrlsp,onatl()fl 

Further, the Utility is wholly situated in Franklin County and Utility wn:ne!ss Allen stated 

that the reimbursement was for Utility related travel, both in to S1. George 

(TR 58) WMSI provided no docwnentation or evidence why Mr. Brown, Ms. 

'-,,.,,,,,... and the other administrative are not located nearer to operations of the 

Utility. It is unclear how having two offices located many miles apart provide any benefit to the 

customers or the Utility. It not 0.111-'''-'''''' to in the best the customers to continue 

tills transportation eX[Jense.40 

Utility has not ""'I"'l""'"OT for transportation p.'V .......,~"'''' is insufficient 

aO'~Urlnerltatlon showing the cost 12 ($5,739 + $63) and showing 

to WMSI for the increase of $3, I for estimated mileage 

reimbursement,41 The Utility to carry its burden of proof on its protested issue and overall 

rate case expense should be by 1I12. 

Should any adjustments be made to miscellaneous 

Miscellaneous 
12-0435-PAA-WU.* 

in the MFRs should reduced to $72,698 as 
",JL<o\UIJ",.,,_U by P AA Order No. 

ARGUMENT: 

Commission's No. PSC-12-0435-PAA-WU set miscellaneous 

eXJ:lem;e at $72,698 for the test The Utility disagrees with .. .:>"',u'-,... of $9,320 that 
42capitalized invoices to plant accounts. Utility witness Allen that this adjustment 

an adjustment of $6,735 to repairs for damage to a well and the remainder 

to meters. (TR 59) that the Utility received proceeds to defray the 

....""'-',,,."" as it was for the sustained in a lightning that the adjustment 

by this amount. invoice supporting cost (HR EX 70, BS 

4() While not an issue in the PAA 
!<1Ui1::>::.t:c 

how is it a benefit to customers to pay the expenses for two offices, an 
administrative office located in (for the convenience of the and an operations office on St 

Island? 
The Utility requested $8,916 as the total reimbursement, but offset this in the pro forma adjustment as it attempted 

to substitute this expense for the in unsupported expenses, leaving a net forma adjustment ofS3,J 77. 
42 see page 7 of Commission Order No. issued August 2012. 
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00304) shows a repair date of November 2010 and Utility witness confinned thal this is 

(TR 88) the procceds that invoice supporting in her 

August 2],2010. (HR EX 8,witness Allen referenccs a lightning 

JA-7, Page 1 of 9) It is unclear from the testimony and exhibits items The 

Utility has failed to make a relationship between two items. The PAA adjustment 

should continue to as the Utility not supported argument, rate case expense 

decreased as discussed 7. 

Sbould any adjustment be made to the WMSI President's saJary? 

It should be to offset the 1 million of imprudently added on the 
loan directly the $1.2 imprudently to Utility president 

To ensure customers do not that additional interest, the 
President's salary as discussed below, and if impute the added 

against revenues in order the imprudently added interest in a more time1y 
manner.'" 

ARGUMENT: 

The Commission's PAA No. PSC-12-0435-PAA-WU recogrUzed that the Utility 

Tl'-"TT'-" additional and reduced 

President's to remove a portion of borne by the .."1,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,, The 

Utility protested the salary reduction. and 

reasonable (TR 336) when if he has compared his to other 

to the 

Utility 

l<Ul"','Ul!£, of the DEP 

Brown argues that his salary is 

water utilities Florida, he a comparison to one utility - Marion 

Utilities. 420) Witness "",,.,,,,nrw. describes Marron Utilities as same size as the Utility. 

After reviewing annual report, on cross examination he states ''the revenues were in same 

ball park" as his Utility, (TR 421). also testified on cross that Utilities has 

6,000 water customers WMSI has approximately 2,000 customers. (TR EX 106). 

Thus, the comparison WMSI Marion Utilities is not an apples-to-apples 

comparison. 

Because $1.2 million imprudently advanced to WMSl's president and 

companies, WMSI was to renegotiate its DEP several even through 

Commission had approved rates that should sufficient to aHow the Utility to repay the 

loan. renegotiations DEP Loan were unnecessary directly added more than 
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$1.1 million in additional interest which the customers will eventually have to pay. PAA Order at 

27. The increase in the DEP loan interest and the advances of $1.2 million "vere not prudent 

business decisions. Thus, the Commission should further reduce the President's salary in order 

to prevent the customers from having to pay for any of the impmdently added interest. The 

salary reduction should be increased so that $ Ll million in additional interest is offset over a 10 

to 15 year period, instead of the 55 plus year period approved by the P AA Order. To reduce the 

impact to the president'S salary, the Commission could look to imputing some or all ofthe added 

interest against the revenue requirement to help offset the imprudently added interest. The 

Utility failed to carry is burden of proof to increase the president's salary, and overall rate case 

expense with this issue should be reduced by 1112. 

REVENUE REQUIREMENT 

Issue 11; What is the appropriate revenue requirement? 
*Fall-out from other issues. * 

Issue 12: Is a repression adjustment appropriate in this case, and, if so, what is the 
appropriate adjustment to make for this Utility? 

*Fall-out from other issues. '" 

Issue 13: What are the appropriate water rates for the Utility? 
*Fall-out from other issues. *' 

OTHER: 

Issue 15: WITHDRAWN 

Issue 16: In determining whether any portion ofthe implemented PAA rates should be 
refunded, how should the refund be calculated, and what is the amount of the 
refund, if any? 

* This is a faU-out issue and should be based on the outcome of other issues. If OPC succeeds 
on all the issues it protested, necessitating a refund, the refund should be calculated according to 
standard Commission practice for calculating refunds. * 

Issue 17: 	 In determining whether any portion of the implemented PAA rates should be 
refunded, how should the refund be calculated, and what is the amount of the 
refund, if any? 

*' Same as ope's position for Issue 16. '" 
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... 

Issue 18: 	 Wbat is the appropriate amount by whicb rates should be reduced four years 
after tbe established effective date to the removal of the amortized 
rate calle expense as required by Section 367.0816, F.S.? 

of rates by Commission in 7.'" 

ISSUE 19: Should doeket be closed? 
IfrNo. It should be 

ARGUMENT: 

No. This docket should be held open so Commission can monitor Utility's 

ongoing compliance with the fInal order and ensure that this Utility continues to operate in the 

interest of the Utility Customers. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons herein. OPC respectfully requests the Commission should take 

whatever steps are Ut:L;t;::;~i.WY to ensure that Utility is operated in the of the 

Utility and its customers, and order the necessary rate reductions for adjustments related to the 

continued amortization the gain on sale and rate case expense authorized by this 

Commission. 

Respectfully 

J.RSUYPub c Co 
'-. 

Erik L. Say, er / 
Associate ic '-'v...........". 

Office ofPublic Counsel 
c/o The 
11 1 West Street, Room 812 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1400 
(850) 488-9330 

Florida's Citizens 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy roregolllg CITIZENS' 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ has 

Mail and/or electronic mail on this 1 ]th day of February, 2013, to the 

fL 32746 
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Exhibit A 
OPC Current Rate Case Expense IA/nr'It.",,,,,,,,.c 

Recommended Adjustment to 

Current Expense 


Issue 7 


OPC Adjusted 
Adjustments Expense 
(20,367.00) 

16,816.50 (1,681.65) 15,134.85 

3,036.00 (3,036.00) 0.00 


18,690.00 (18,690.00) 0.00 

600.00 (600.00) 0.00 

2,500.00 (2,500.00) 0.00 
1,000.00 

136,565.38 
,000.00) 
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TO MR. BROWN CONCERNING SAME 10!3J2012 0.6 
G,q-..m~IIlI=nwm~nEll1Jltll"tl~~ l:ORRE"III'ON_CFr.!R~B"OWf[""O-,;jS7<LW;-

REGARDI NG MS. ALLEN'S PRE-FUrofESTJMONY.Rf;Y(EW STAFF RE-COIIME:HOAl1ON aN IM5Il.EJIIEHT",TJOH Of. PM R..AJE5 AND 

'~~~~0 1~ 0 51 ,~~~T_O_~_B_R_awN__C_GN_~__NI_'G_ UM_ E_____________________ _ ~_,ru4 ~ __~~~ ___-,,1 70 00 r 0 1 

INITIAL REVlE'NOF OPe DISCOVERY AND OROEA E"STABLI SHING PROCEDURE AND LerrER TO MR. BROWN CONCERNING SAME i O/612012 0.5 170 00 05 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE W'Hl1 MR BRO'NN 'y\'MO TEl.E:PHOUED ABOUT OPC DISCOVERY AND PRE- FILED TEsnMONY 10/8i2012 0.2 68 00 I 0.2 

OHFrREHc::f" ~ opt AH!) If!c sYMflll:C'.ARDKG f.5Ct:IIOW: CONF ERENCE wi TH MR. BROWN. MS.CHASE ANa MS. N..L£ N 

1,258.00 I 2. J3' 
PREPARE FOR AND PARn C1PATE IN CONFERENce CALL WflH MR. BROWN ANO MR. GUASTELLA _ ~ 1011012012 0.6 06 
CORRESPONDENCEiiViffi"MR. §RolMII; u:m R TO PSC ATTORNEY BARRE RA, PREPARA'fla""ifOF PRffiLED TESf1M()Ny~ -- --

IP£SEARCHMlOORAFTOB..ECnGrfS ro OF'C" P.fQuar roPRO~ 

~ZE04..JKnoH.s TO OPC" ~r n:t PAClDUCE. RES.EARCHAfoIO!JAAFT Q8.;ECf1ON3 TO OJSC(ll./ER'f I\SSIST IN 


~~~~;:'~~T=~~~:I:~~£~;~;~~~~~~~~~h~:;~~C:-~~;O~=~~FT-PR-OPo"S·EC 
RESPONSES; LETTER TO MR, BROWN 

rAAliEL. TO T.u.lAJolASSEE t=OA PSC AOE"LlA ['rnA-V\: I. nNE 1i'Pt.1T \"'r'I"" .A)lIJTHE.R CUDtll 
r~EPME FORAAO ATT'E~O PlLBUC SCRVlCE: COMllU.s.5I~ .t.oCtE'fDII NriIJ REPORiCQ~rE.R.ft;I:E ~ MR 8RDYflt 
REGARDl"tG AG~MOA ANO OPC SECOND 3£T OF DISCOVERY AND RmJA:N ro CE:NTRAL FLORIDA (TRAVEL TIME SPLIT WlTH 

ANOTt-'.ER CLJEm , 

ORGANIZE RESPONSES TO STAFF'S DISCOVERY AND LETTER TO MR. BRQlNN 

TELE PHONE CONFERENCE WITH OPC ATTORNEY WHO TELEPHON ED TO DISCUSS OBJECTIONS TO DISCOVERY: L£TTER TO MR. 
BROWN; SEVERAL TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH MR. BROWN; REVIE'N OPC'S THIRD SET OF 
DISCOVERY; CORRESPONDENCE ';\'H H ATTORNEY SAYLOR AN!! ATTORNEY HARRERA 
tELE Pt10NE CON,:-eR~NCE WTTH MR. BR<YJ-.IN:. ffE1;am!U AND - - -
~Ff(P.&.JECna.H.I ro aPe .sECUNOl:!lJCOIA9t'f FINALIZE RESPONSES TO STAFF'S FIRST DISCOVERY· MtSCELl..ANEOUS 

CORRESPONDENCE WHH ATTORN"EYS SAYLER M D BARRERA 


SEVERAL TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH OPC ATTORNEY SAYLOR VVHO TELEPHON ED; TELE PHONE CONFERE~Ci: WITH MR. 

BROWN; REVIEW CORRESPONDENCE FROM OPC ATTORNEY SAYLER REGARDING FIRST DISCOVERY REOUESTS AND LETTER 

TO MR. BROWN CONCERN1NG Si\ME 


REVIEW STAFF'S RESPONSES TO OPC DISCOVERYAND LE T"1ER TO PSC ATTORNEY REGARDING SAME. UITTER TO MR BROWN 

LETTER TO OPe ATTORNEY REGARDING FIRST DISCOVERY OBJ£C flONS; CORRESPONDENCE MR. BROWN ABOUT DISCOVERY 

AND OPC PROTEST : 


REVIEW ANO- COMMENT TO MR. BROWN AND ATTORN !:Y BARRERA ON LATEST ISSUES US1 , rElEPHONE CONFERENCE Wlil< 

MS CHASE Y'Y'HO T'E l fPHONED REGARDING DISCOVERY RESPONSES; REVlEW ANO DRAFT RESPONSES TO Ope" S FIRST 

DISCOVERY: Fl.ESEARCH AND DRAFT MonON FOR TE MPORARY PROTECTIVE ORDER; CORRESPONDENCE WITH OPC; 


~~~E:;S~~~~::~R:r~E:c~:~:~MS. CHASE REGARDING DOCUMENT PRODucnON; REVIEW MISCELLANEOUS 


CORRESPONDENCE V.1TH AND Ta.EP'HONE CONF"ERENCE WITH MR_ijROWN 
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~ROM IfR.. BR N ANO LEP E. CONf AE..~C ~ HR BROWH= RE'sUR(:"H MID DA'.v:T o 8JE(';l1ON T() 01J-C JHO 

=t~~=~~=w~~~. mwiUm@mD;W;.~!jK~pA;;a@W~e-EwmJ"B 9~2.00 03 ' _0 1.5
10/29120 12 2.8 

ROWJol WHO TELE:PHONED 408.00 Q.2 1 .01013012012 1.' 
REsEARCH ANO DRAFT RESPo.'1SES TO OPC'S SECOND SET OF DiSCOVERY; r E:L EPHONE CONFE RENCE WITH OPC A TTORNEY 
SAYLER 1013 112012 

1013 1/2012 

12 40B.OO 

75. 93FEOERAl. EXPRESS 

~VEL EXPENSE 10131 1'2012~:c~___ f-_------,2,-;4:8.97 
12.· S0 

1.2 

-.--  -  -Uij 1.12012~~~:I~i-E____________ 
1Qt"J1rio-;2 

Subtotal Odoa-- 2012 Ch..a 35.1 

Nov.mber Block Bililng Detail 
CORRESPONCENCE WlfH MS. CHASE AND FiNAlIZE·RESPONS"ESroopc" S· SECON D DISCDVERY; REVIEW OPC SECOND 
DISCOVERY TO STAFF: R I;VIEW OPC RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR CONFlD9lTVIl. TR~ATMENT: REVIEW AND 
RESPOND TO MISCELLAN~DUS CORRESPONDE NCE FR;OM STA~ AND OPC,REVIEWOFQPC MOrJDN TO COAf,PB.. 111112012 1 1 

BEG/III ReSEARCH AND QRAFTOF RESPONSE rDJIOTION TO COMPfi REVlE'h' PM FIU NGS IN TRIAL PREPARATION 
REGAAOING CONTESTED IS SUES 111212012 3.7 
lN~~n-·O-"-R£SPOlIl~'-fribPC MOT1O~ TO ~fi AlJOTEn1:R to IIff""8RO..,.,N CONtl:.AAlh -o.uIire ~ R"SVI'ew 

RE"'!po-""EFRO"'MR SROI+'I't 11''''2012 1.b 
I1IIAUIF»lt) "'~I'"QH$£~T1Wi~MPa,~ CO/''''''I'¢~CJENC1' MOIi ~~01E!.EP.o.ECONt£HB<T: --- 
WITH tom SROWJoI FtWEW OPe' S RFSPOt..SETO MOTION T9 [l1§;M1S:!!i A..' PLEITER TO M!L :BRQVN !COHqRNIMG SAM~. 

/t'lfTl..1. ~Of- OPl:"' $ SECONO Me j~ ro COMPe.... R£v1£W S1'AITS ~S"PON3E: TO OPC'S SECOHO DISCOVERY TO 
STArF' ; 11!:ir2012 1.1 
TRAVEL TO TALLA,..ASSEE FOR DEPOSITIONS SC HEDULED BY OPC; CONFERENCE 'MTH 8RO'vV'>I , YS. CI-'.ASE AND M-R 
MITCH~LL BEFORE AND AFTE R DEPOSITION; ATTEND DEPOSITION OF MR. MfTCl-tEl l..~EVlEW psc: ORDER ACK.NOWLEJ)GIWG 
I IiIIPI.EloIIENT~noN OF PA"I. ~f(S ... Jo.ID l EJ"nR Ttl MR.. 8ROWN 11/€12012 7.7 

CONFf'R~CE VYlTt..! MR. SROv-m, AND MS. c rt..ASE. Bi:.FORE M DmER DEPOSITION; ATiS~D DEPOSITION OF MR, BROWN; 
RETURN TOLAK,E MARY OFFICE 11(712012 10.0 

LETTER TO MR. BROWN AT PSC REGARDING ANNUAL REPORT-SOURCES AND USES RECONCllLATION. REVIEW AND RESPQNU 
TO CORRESPONDE.NC£ FROM OPCATTORNEY SAYLER REGARDING CONSUL TA,"4TS REVIEW Of. 
CONFIDENTIAL DOCU MeN TS 11.1612012 0.3 
~!£AACH "NO j)"RJlFI" ~""'N$E TO opc·.f aECOliO .wo nON rQ CQAtP& TEI.EPl-lCI'lE CQHFER9JCE WJTloi 1111 CHA$~ 111 1:212012 0.8 
Re;:V1F.W DRAFT OF AND FINALIZE RESPONSES TO OPe'S THIRD DISCOVERY 11/13r2Q12 0.4j
RIVI!!W !1'IIFT~o:eCfM~"'1'1C" O~ un 0"-'''' AATE Ese~,'" LE'I'I'tA TlrOllt .~O"'" CO'lCrRIOIII<:" SAME. 
fELf.p HOhf. t:ON FfRfHC:E WI'" ..... &-AOWN WHO TE1..E.PHON Ell 11/1412012 0.3 
REV1 E'W C""RESPO' DE"''' FROM PSC', ORNEY IlAARav. AND ANALVZE D SCo veRY R'CUIRED ANa LETTER a MS. CHASE 
CONCERNING SA.\4 E· REVIEW CONRDENTlAlITY AGREEMENT FOR OPe CONSULTANT; REVIEVY" 
CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT FOR SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS; TELEPHONB CONFERENCE WITH MR. BROWN 1111612012 1.3 
mt/'HOIiE cO"FERENe"(W<nf IoIIt W,UREY OHIC 8TA"lTIU'G.(IIDI"O"!r,lJ'nl,'~(NDA'nO~:· 'l"E1E"_'" 
CONFERENCE'WTTH Mfl. BIilOWN RlE[i..utCIl\f[i 8A,W..E AH"O O'5CCYER'r' RE5P0NSE51'D CPI:, MIn£W aROERlJEH~ 1IIICIj)()N 
TO lltUfl'S.5i A,ND t.a7"eR TO I/IR . BROlMI' 1111912012 0.8 
REVIEW OPC OFFER AND LE H ER TO MR. BROWN; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH MR. BROWN 1112012012 0.4 
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,\ctual and Estimated Loga!.Ex'pense. 
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Chl.rge RH.on.bt. ReE 

102. 00 

1,564.00 

2.380.00 

170.00 

102.00 

487.74 

49.50 

-
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r  -I 
42.2 14,885.24 28.0 II II 

6'.00 

374.00 0.5 
" 

306.000.9 0 .9 

0 .7 

3.7 1.258.00 3.7 

4.2 1,42B.CC 3.5 

PSC AITORNEV BARRERA 12118/2012 3.7 1,258.00 3.7 
CORRESPONDENCE 'MTH ope AITORNEV, PSC ATIORNE'YS AHe MR. BROWN 12'19/2012 02 68 .00 0 .2 
REVIEW Opes Most RECENT DISCOVERY ANOL.ETfERTO\tR. BROWN;ll~EW CO-R~UPONctJiilc-~F'ROI!Il(l:l BlfOW1f 

REGIJIlCING tSCROW 12120'2012 o.~ 

REVIEW OPCSINITlALOeJE CTIONS TO WMSI DiSCQVERY'REYlEW o,-e-'AUPONsf-ro /WIOJ10"1 fON PHQf@vI"Q~1rea, 
 ~~-

REVIEW AND COMMENT UPON ~. GUASTEUA'SPROPOSED INTERROGATORY RESPONSES; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WIn-! 

MR. BROWN ; REvIEW AND COMMENT TO MR. 8RQI.\'N UPON PROPOSED PRE HEARING ORDER 12/2112012 09 
 306.00 I 
RESEARCH AND DRAFT RESPONSES TO STAFF'S 2ND AND :JRD INTERROGATORIES AND 2ND, 3RD AND 4Tlt PROOucn ON OF 
DOCUMENTS; RESEARCH AND DRAFT NOTICES OF SERVICE OF RESPONSES; LETIER TO MR BROVv"'N; TE1..EPHONE CON FERENC 
WITH MS. CHASE WHO TELEPHONED 1212612012 2.2 748.00 I 22 
CORRESPO~DENCE A:....,C m.Ept.{ONE c ONFERENCE WITH MS. CHASE FINALIZE RE SPONSES To STAFF'S THIRD 

INTERROGATORIES AAD FOURTH REQUEST TO PROOUCE 1212712012 10 3409 0 1.0 
A:ESEAACH LE:GAl I5SUES -- 4()5 00 2, u18r.m12' 2
LEtTER TO MR-:lffibWN;-R"EVlEW AND RESPOND TO CORRES~NDENCE F"ROM MS CHASE AND REVISE" AFf"IDAVI AND LETTER r-- --- ~ -- - -- 
TO MS CHASE CORRESPONDENCE IMTH OPC REGARDING PRODUCTION PURSUAN T TO STAFF REQUEST REVIEW AND I 
COMMENT UPON OPC RESPONSES TO STAFF'S DISCOVERV 1f2J20 , 3 07 249 00 
5RAFT Noncr6f""sERVlCE OF opC- mSCOVERYRESPONSES, FINALIzE DISCOVERV RESPONSES T"ELEPHot..:E CONFEA£NC~ 
WITH PSC ATTORNEY LAWSON AND MS CHASE CORRESPONDENCE WI'n1 '-'S ALLEN TRAVEL TO TALlAHASSEE FOR GENJ 
BROWN DEPOSITION; 11312013 51 1.785.00 
CONFERE,liCE 'MTl-1 MR. BROWN AND AITENO MA BROWN'S DEPOSITION; RETURN TO LAKE MARV OFFICEJt£.!ieARC!-1AND ;:

T

-J 
~~~~:~:~'::';::;{,~{;':~':T>< ""0 Rm. ""'RROG.\TCRTE.~GIN R SEAAcHAN'ObRAFrOI 11<1201 3 7~- 2.660 00 I 
RESPONSES TO OPC FIFTH INTERROGATORieS A.~D 5TI1 REQUEST TO PRoouCE AND STAFFS FIFTH INTfRROGATOR1ES; 
REV1EW AND COMMENT UPON PROPOSED PREHEARING ORDER AND REVIEW ope COMMENTS. REVIEW' CORRE.SPONDENCE 
6E1"'NeEN OPe AND ~AfF. RfUMGH ANp pRAFT ¥gDQH TQ RESTHAt OPe AHg LfTT£R TO MR- !lBPWH 1f7120 3 4.8 1.8I .SS0.00H·
FiOERAi. EXPRESS 130.55 ~ ~~~~~ - ' i TRAVEL EXPENSE 474.58 
OPERA TOR CQNFERENCE CALL 7.0 . W12013 I 
PHOTOCOPIES I ' "1201J----7«~ 39.~2~--~~------------~~.6~---,~;~:~~:~:~~5--------~~Subtotal o.c.rnber 2012 I January 2013 Charges 

Total Chug.. Post-PM Legal r.•• 131 2 48.112_88 ' 89.5 

Raducattn I. ~ri)' ~ t RHudjonof ~ nlll to S.34O) l 'S2.00),1
~R.cNc:1-on 

1 33 4~! .8a 

~. 

AdJuated 
EsUm.led Lao.' F... 

Hou.... Cherge Ad} Hrs Amoun.- Comments 
12.0 04 200_00 12.00 4 080.00 ~=f~-:=!=--:'::"'W dl1end pr~,--,Con''''""''''' '-------------------------------,----~'C--?;~:;;c-------~;;o-----7''''''~+----------------------1= '''''''
16.0 5,600,00 16.00 5,440.00 

Assume three full days. half day 
52.0 16,200.00 44 .0 . 14,960.00 Thurs, and t' ,avel 

ReautUI ana Oran POS!-HMring er~f 30.0 10,50000 30.0 ' 10,200.00 
2.0 700.00. 2.0 680.00 

Assume spl it 8 hour travel time with 
AI !II~ ~1laI(M'l ~tnInOt 01"1 r d AaIan 100 ~.500.00 2.04000 anolher client. plus 2 hour Agenda 
E..na.1Ad eoi l' !O ~IT.IIM ~ot'I ConIatenc~. ~"i!1 ani ~ t 60~ --____'.450-~t= ___2.~~~~ 
Ellrnit led Pho~OCOflW ColII I SOO.OO ~Sufficjentsup: ort 
eallmar.d eour. ~rlli . 100.00 J I Insufftclenl s~p~n___- 
T-;;"'-E.lb"lonit-.d CMlla 122_0 45.750.00 110.0 40,100 .00 .__J 

93,92268 , 73.555.88 

t ---- - I- -I-Source: Hearing Exh!blte 61 and 71 I t -I 
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